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(Instrumental Folio). This monstrous collection includes instrumental solos of more than 70 Disney

classics: Beauty and the Beast * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Friend like Me * It's a Small

World * Mickey Mouse March * A Pirate's Life * Reflection * The Siamese Cat Song * A Spoonful of

Sugar * Trashin' the Camp * Under the Sea * We're All in This Together * Written in the Stars *

You've Got a Friend in Me * Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah * and dozens more.
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I have had the book for a week now. I am a beginning cello student (about 18 months of cello

lessons). Some pieces are pretty easy and others a little more challenging. I would say that this

book is for the beginner, with some lessons under his or her belt, and to intermediate level, but not

to the newest beginner. The pieces are written in different scales. There are a couple of songs that I

don't know the scales to. Luckily I have a teacher and will ask her. This book is fun, especially if you



like disney songs.

It had a lot of great songs. The songs were easy to play. My mom loves Disney. She does cruises,

Disney runs. She's had disney passes at least 5 years. I was able to play some songs to really

connect with her using what I learned in my Cello clases

This is a really well written book for students or those that just want to read through these tunes.

Lines are spaced out enough to jot down notes/comments. Paper is thick, printing is large and easy

to read. Would highly recommend!

Thanks to other reviewers ... helping me decide to buy this book. My daughter loves it and best of all

she practices cello on her own! the only thing I wish: spiral binder for easier to place flat and stay

better on music stand.

This was a present for my niece (who plays the cello and is a huge Disney fan).She was really

happy with the gift. She's been playing for a couple of years - and this wasn't too difficult for her ( a

stretch - but not an impossible one)

I love this book. I also have the violin version and it is fun to play through with my students. It really

keeps them interested and involved.

This is a great book for an advanced-beginner to intermediate cellist to practice on. There is a wide

range of songs for Disney fans of any age to enjoy. My only complaint is that many of the works are

the writer's interpretations of the melody and not the original composition and so a lot of the songs

are incomplete and some have awkward notes that don't sound quite right.Overall, if I could do it

over, I would buy the book again, I just wish some of the songs were more complete.

Was disappointed that this book only provides the melody lines and not the actual cello music.....
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